Introduction

With the rapid development of internet technology, more and more digital information is available for users. However, facing such large volumes of information makes users confused about how to find what they want. They get lost in this “information jungle.” Some internet tools were developed to help users solve this problem, e.g. the Electronic Bulletin Board System, Newsgroups, and Gopher group information in a hierarchical form so that users can quickly find information that interests them. WWW search engines such as Yahoo and Lycos provide a keyword-matching mechanism for users to search information that they are interested in. However, these tools cannot solve the problem completely. Although providing a way for users to look for existing information, they do not have the ability to deliver new information to users. Thus, users still have to look for information by these tools periodically so as not to miss something interesting.

Selective dissemination of information (SDI) systems as described in Malone et al. (1987) were then developed to solve this problem. They filter information automatically and continuously deliver it to users. In most of these systems, a user can describe his interests in a list of queries, called a user profile. The system will then deliver information to him according to his profile. Typically, a query will contain some keywords that users are interested in, and the information that contains these keywords will be delivered to users.

Although there is much non-English information, most of the SDI systems support English only. Thus, multi-language filtering tools are needed. In this paper, we describe an SDI system that supports not only English but also Chinese. It follows the client-server model. Clients contact the server and express their interests. The server receives real-time news articles periodically and prepares relevant articles for clients. Clients can then browse information that has been prepared for them.

In this paper we address the problem of the design and implementation of a real SDI system, especially user-interest modeling and Chinese filtering.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly describes the
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research efforts on information filtering and several SDI systems. We then present our system architecture and discuss several design issues. The following section shows the implementation details of our system, and finally, we discuss the future works and provide our conclusions.

Related work

It has been shown that many information filtering issues are similar to information retrieval (IR) problems (Belkin and Croft, 1992) and therefore many IR technologies apply to the field of information filtering. There are many research topics in IR. Some researchers address the problem of how to specify user interests (i.e., user models) (Allen, 1990; Goldberg et al., 1992). Some focus on the filtering models and filtering precision (Lewis et al., 1989). Some compare the performance of different filtering approaches (Foltz and Dumais, 1992; Turtle and Croft, 1992). And others focus on the design and implementation of information filtering or retrieval systems. In the following we describe some of these systems briefly.

The Information Lens system (M alone et al., 1987) is an intelligent information-sharing system based on e-mail. Instead of letting users express their interests by natural language, it employs semi-structured templates for users to express their interests. Users can specify a few rules based on these templates to filter messages in their mailboxes. A major difference between the Information Lens system and ours is the location of the filter. The former provides only local filtering. That is, it only filters the articles that come to the client side and does not discover relevant articles at any other places. Thus, users still have to look for all the interesting topics and subscribe to them on their own.

Tapestry (Goldberg et al., 1992) is an experimental e-mail system. Its most interesting feature is that users are involved in the filtering process. Articles are read by some users first, and they give comments to the system. The comments can then be used for filtering. However, it is not feasible to use Tapestry as a real-time, news-delivery system. There are two reasons for this. One is that it stores articles in an article store but does not provide a mechanism to delete articles from it. Thus, with the coming of large volumes of real-time news, the article store will become full soon. The other reason is that it uses a "little box" on the server side for each user to store articles prepared for him. Thus, for instance, if there are one thousand users interested in a specific article, one thousand copies of this article should be maintained on the server side. This would overload the server.

O’Kane (1996) outlines an information retrieval system which can, given a pile of articles, generate HTML files that are used to index the original articles. Users can then browse the HTML files and select the articles that really interest them. However, similar to the Information Lens system, it does not provide a mechanism to find relevant information at any other places.

To increase the scalability of an SDI system, Yan and Garcia-Molina (1994) suggest that multiple SDI servers are needed. They then adapt existing protocols to distribute profiles and articles among these servers.

SIFT (Stanford Information Filtering Tool) (Yan and Garcia-Molina, 1995) is an efficient SDI system. It implements a novel indexing technique named profile indexing to make the system able to deal with large numbers of articles. Similar to Tapestry, SIFT does not address the problem of how to delete articles from the article store efficiently.

Our SDI system, the RPC-News, differs from others in that it delivers multi-language (i.e., Chinese as well as English) news articles, and it provides a mechanism to delete articles efficiently. With multiple-language document delivery, our system can prepare more interesting articles written not only in English but also in other languages for users. A news delivery system usually has to store a large volume of news articles in its storage system. However, as the time goes by, these articles will become out of date and useless. Therefore, our system implements a mechanism that will be described later to delete these out-of-date documents.

System architecture and design

In our system, a user can subscribe to the newspaper via a WWW browser. At that time, he specifies his interests[2], together with other information such as user name, password, etc. And the information, which is called user
subscription information, will then be stored in the user profile database.

After a moment, he can read the news satisfying his interests by using a WWW browser. In addition to WWW, our system uses e-mail to transfer news articles.

Because our system receives real-time news articles, they may come to the server side at any time. If there are any new articles prepared for a user while he is reading the news, the system will notice that and show the new articles to him. Thus, the user need not explicitly issue another request to get the newest articles periodically.

In the following we briefly describe the components of our system and their functions. We then discuss some design issues.

**System components**

This system can be subdivided into two layers: the internal and the external layers. The internal layer is responsible for processing data (i.e. real-time news articles), filtering them, and putting them in the right place. The external layer acts as the interface between the system and front-end users. Figure 1 shows the system architecture. The following paragraphs describe the system components in the two layers.

The internal layer

There are six major components in this layer. They are a news grabber, a preprocessing logic, a filtering engine, a news store, a meta-data database for results of filtering, and a user subscription (i.e. user profile) database.

We have a news provider that feeds us real-time news periodically. And the news grabber is responsible for collecting new coming articles and hands them to the preprocessing logic and the filter. The preprocessing logic takes over housekeeping work so that the filter can concentrate on filtering articles without caring about other things. The filter matches the articles at hand with the key elements in the user profile database. If there are any key elements occurring in an article, the filter adds information about the article to the meta-data database. The information is then used to locate that article.

Each user is associated with a table that stores information about how to locate his personal news articles in the meta-data database. And we refer to the table as the “meta-data table” of that user. The last internal component, the news store, is the place where the news articles are stored after they have been filtered.

The external layer

Two major components of the external layer are the user subscription handler and the viewer program. Both of them are implemented as CGI (Common Gateway Interface) (W3C, 1996) programs. Thus, they reside on the server side and communicate with WWW users through a HTTP server. The user subscription handler is responsible for receiving user subscription...
information and storing it into the user profile database. And the viewer program shows users the up-to-date information that interests them.

**Design issues**

In the following we discuss some problems and issues in the design of a personalized, Chinese, real-time news system. We also present some alternative approaches to deal with these problems.

**User model**

Most of the current SDI systems treat all the news articles as the same type. In these systems, users can only express their interests by providing a set of key elements. The systems then normally apply a key-element-matching mechanism to all of the articles. The drawback of these systems is that a user may receive too much irrelevant information, if the key elements he specifies are meaningful in many fields but the user is interested only in one or some of these fields.

Given that our news provider associates each article with a specific field, we can solve this problem by having users provide a set of (field name, key element) pairs as their interests. For example, if a user is interested in the Java programming language, he can specify (“Programming Language,” “Java”) as his interest. Therefore, he will not receive any information about “Java coffee.”

A side-effect benefit of this model is that it is more efficient. For example, if a new coming news article belongs to a field that no users are interested in, we can just discard the article without filtering it.

**Deletion from the news store**

There may be thousands of articles from our news provider a day. Thus, the news store will become full quickly if we cannot delete articles that have been inserted into it. What kinds of articles should be deleted? A simple rule is to delete articles that are old enough. But how to achieve this? It is not a good idea to scan all of the articles and delete the oldest ones. An alternative way is to divide the news store into several sections. Each time we receive new articles, we place them into the newest (i.e. youngest) section. Thus, the age of an article can be viewed as the age of the section containing it. When we want to delete some articles from the store, we can just select the oldest sections and delete all the articles contained in them.

The section name should be assigned in a way so that we can easily figure out what the oldest sections are. For example, we can use a counter to record the section names. Each time we create a new section, we can use the current value of the counter as the name of the newly-created section and then increase the value of the counter. Thus, the oldest section has the “smallest” name. Therefore, we can identify the oldest sections in the news store by simply keeping track of the “smallest” section name in the store. Figure 2 shows the abstract structure of our news store. We can view it as a clock with two indicators. One indicator points to the oldest nonempty section and is used by the deletion logic of the news store. The other points to the first empty section and is used by the insertion logic of the news store.

**Ways to transfer news**

There are two common ways for news transmission: by e-mail and by WWW browsers. Our system implements both of them. The advantage to transmit news by e-mail is that it is easy to implement since we can eliminate the cost of maintaining the news store. When the news articles come in, we can just do the necessary processing (i.e. preprocessing and filtering) and then forward the articles to users interested in them. We need not store articles in the server side since we have given users all they want. Therefore, we do not need a news store and the time and space cost of maintaining it can be saved.

However, there are at least three disadvantages in...
e-mail delivery. First, by using e-mail to transmit news, it requires users to check and clean their mailboxes frequently, or they will become full soon. Second, it causes a lot of network traffic. For each news article, the server would send it to all the users that are interested in it without considering if the users will “really” read them or not. Third, it is easy for your enemies or competitors to explode your mailbox by using your e-mail address to subscribe newspapers. This is known as an “e-mail bomb.” To avoid it, our server sends a message to each subscriber. This message contains information which is only known by the server (i.e. a random number). Each subscriber must confirm the message by replying to it. The server will then check the reply and, if the reply information is correct, start preparing news articles for him. This e-mail validation approach prevents others using our system as a e-mail bomber. In addition, it gives the subscriber a second chance to consider seriously if they want to receive news articles by e-mail.

On the other hand, users can read news by WWW browsers. This way differs from the former because it gives users the ability to control the transmission of news articles. If users really want to read news, they can issue a request to the server; if they do not, none of the client-side resources would be consumed. Thus, it causes less network traffic and the “e-mail bomb” problem does not happen. Of course, we have to pay to maintain a news store on the server side.

Personal news location

If users read news by using WWW browsers, how can they (precisely speaking, the viewer programs) locate news articles that have been already prepared for them? A simple way is to build a personal output-data store for each user and store all articles prepared for a user in his output-data store like the “little box” in Goldberg et al. (1992). This method is space-consuming since one news article may have as many copies stored on the server side as the number of users. We hence use an alternative approach.

Instead of building an output-data store for each user, we construct a meta-data database that contains all the information needed to get the output data of all users. As we have mentioned earlier, the database itself is a set of tables (i.e. meta-data tables) where each table corresponds to a user. When a user wants to read news, the viewer program grabs the whole meta-data table that corresponds to him. He can then browse the table to see the articles prepared for him and select what he wants to read. The format of a meta-data table will be described in the next section.

Chinese filtering

One of the design goals of our system is to make the filter capable of filtering Chinese as well as English articles. However, the differences between Chinese and English make it hard to design such a filter. Before explaining the difficulties on the design, we first look at the differences between Chinese and English.

There are two major differences between Chinese and English. First, an English character can be represented by an ASCII number less than 128. But a Chinese character must be represented by a pair of ASCII numbers with the first number greater than 128. Second, an English sentence is made up by several words that are separated by one or more blanks from each other. And, in many cases, a key element may just be a word like “Java,” “web,” “browser,” etc. However, a Chinese sentence is a concatenation of Chinese characters. That is, there are no blanks between two adjacent characters. And, the worst of all, we cannot use one character to be a key element since only one character itself may mean nothing. In general, the smallest meaningful unit in Chinese semantics consists of more than one character.

The following is an example to explain the difficulty in the design of Chinese-article filters. “abcdef” is a Chinese sentence where a, b, c, d, e, f are all Chinese characters. Though we know that “cd” is a substring of this sentence, we cannot determine whether it is a meaningful phrase in this sentence without knowing the semantics of the whole sentence. However, there is no efficient way for computers to know the semantics of a given sentence.

How do we cope with this difficulty? One approach is to ignore the situation that we describe above. That is, instead of determining whether a key element is a meaningful phrase in a given sentence, we just consider if the key element is in this sentence or not. This makes implementation easier but degrades the accuracy of a filter. The other approach is to maintain a database to keep the most commonly used phrases to help us extract the most likely meaningful phrases in a sentence so we can then match them with key phrases...
elements. This approach improves the accuracy of a filter but makes the implementation more expensive. In our current implementation, we prefer using the former.

**Implementation**

In this section we propose our user model, followed by a detailed description of our implementation, including the tasks accomplished by each system component and the format of each database. Finally, we show the run time environment of our system.

**User-interest modeling**

As we described earlier, each user can provide a set of (field name, key element) pairs as his interests. To do so, our news provider defines a variety of field names and associates each article with one of them. Furthermore, we construct a field tree based on these pre-defined field names. Figure 3 illustrates a part of our field tree. All leaf nodes are pre-defined names. All nonleaf nodes are constructed by us to group the leaves in a hierarchy so that users can specify their interests more easily. For example, in Figure 3, if user X is interested in articles about key-element-A that belongs to either “Domestic Politics” or “International Politics,” he can simply specify (“Politics,” key-element-A) instead of specifying a couple of pairs (“Domestic Politics,” key-element-A) and (“International Politics,” key-element-A) as his interests.

**Implementation details**

We describe our implementation details in this section.

The user subscription handler

In our system, a user subscribes the newspaper by going to a URL that embeds our user subscription handler (i.e. a CGI program) via a WWW browser. He then fills in his information and sends it to the handler. The information consists of his name, password, e-mail address, the way to transfer news (i.e. by e-mail or by WWW browsers), and his interests, which are represented by the user-interest modeling described in earlier in this section. After the handler receives the information, it stores the information in the user profile database which will be loaded into main memory by the filter.

The news grabber and the preprocessing logic

Our news provider sends real-time news articles to us via FTP. This simplifies the work of our news grabber since it does not have to retrieve news articles from the news provider periodically. The only task of the news grabber is to put these articles into the right place where our preprocessing logic can access them. Because many of the articles are written in Chinese, and a single Chinese phrase may be separated by newline characters, it is difficult for a filter to get a line from an article each time and match it with key elements in the user profile database. Thus, our preprocessing logic erases the newline characters if they occur in a Chinese sentence so that our filter can get a line each time without worrying that it may contain any partial key elements.

The filter

After an article is preprocessed, the preprocessing logic hands it to the filter. The filter then determines which users are interested in it. To achieve this, the filter constructs an index structure from the user profile database in advance. A snapshot of our index structure is shown in Figure 4. There are three kinds of links in it. First, we have an array of hash table links. Each hash table link is associated with a pre-defined document field and points to a hash table. In other words, each document field has a unique hash table associated with it. Second, each element in a hash table chains a list of key elements via the key element links. Third, each key element chains a list of users via the user links.

We explain how to construct the index structure now. Table I shows an example of our profile database. To add information about the first record, (userX, (“Politics,” key-element-A), other-attributes-of-X), the following steps are executed. First, the filter traverses the field tree...
described earlier in this section and finds out the child-and-leaf nodes of the node “Politics”: the “Domestic Politics” and the “International Politics.” For each of the two document types, the filter locates the corresponding hash table via the hash table link, uses the first byte of the key-element-A as input of our global hash function\[5\] to index the hash table and gets the key element list. Then, the filter inserts the key-element-A into the key element lists, and finally inserts the userX into the user list of each key-element-A.

After the information about all of the records in our profile database has been added, the construction process of the index structure is completed. Figure 4 shows the result of our index structure after the information on all the records of Table I has been added.

We now explain how the filter determines which users are interested in an article after it has constructed the index structure. With a given article at hand, the filter finds out the field of it and identifies the hash table corresponding to that field. For each paragraph in that article, the filter fetches a Chinese character (or an English word) each time and, as with the construction of our index structure, uses the first byte of that character (or word) as input of the hash function to index the hash table and hence locates a key element list. It then scans the list to see if there are any key elements contained in that line\[6\]. If there are, it increases the score numbers\[7\] of all the users in the user lists of those key elements.

After the whole article has been processed, the filter checks the scores of all users. If a score is larger than a pre-determined threshold, the filter considers that the user is interested in this article and therefore adds information about the article to the meta-data table corresponding to him.

In this paragraph, we discuss the reason for using only the first byte as input of the hash function. If we use the whole key element instead, the only way to locate it via the hash function would be to know exactly what it is. However, as we describe above, it is difficult to extract any key elements (i.e. meaningful phrases) from a Chinese sentence without knowing its semantics. In contrast, our approach allows the filter to locate any key elements by just getting a Chinese character each time, calling the hash function, and then doing some string-matching. It realizes the combination of Chinese and English filtering.

The viewer program and the meta-data database
After a user has subscribed to the newspapers, he can actively contact the viewer program via a WWW browser to read the news articles prepared for him, or passively receive news by e-mail. Each time the viewer program is contacted, it authenticates the user by asking for his user name and password. If he is a valid user, it sends his meta-data table to him. Thus, he can browse the table and select what he wants to read.

A meta-data table consists of a list of records and each record corresponds to an article prepared for that user. There are two major attributes in a record, the title and the location (i.e. the file name) of the article. The former is presented to the user to let him select articles for reading. If he does select an article title, the viewer program translates the title into its location, reads the article content from the file system by using the location, and sends the content back to the user.

The run-time environment
Our system is implemented in C and now runs on Solaris 2.5.1. The user run-time environment is shown in Figures 5 to 8, and the URL of our system is http://cna.spring.org.tw/cnews.

### Table I
An example of the user profile database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Interests (field name, key element)</th>
<th>Other attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UserX</td>
<td>(“Politics”, key-element-A)</td>
<td>Other-attributes-of-X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserY</td>
<td>(“Domestic Politics”, key-element-A)</td>
<td>Other-attributes-of-Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserZ</td>
<td>(“Domestic Politics”, key-element-B)</td>
<td>Other-attributes-of-Z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

SDI systems will become more valuable with the explosion of information. However, they seldom provide filtering on non-English articles. In this paper, we discuss the design and implementation issues on a personalized, Chinese, real-time news system. We also present an approach to combine Chinese and English filtering neatly.

Some advanced issues that we do not discuss here will be addressed in future. For example, the deletion strategy in our current implementation is just to delete the oldest articles. However, the oldest articles may be the most popular. Thus, we should replace the current strategy with a more complex one. In addition, the performance and scalability of the system could be improved further, so that it can deal with larger volumes of news articles and more feasibly become a real, personalized, real-time news system.
Notes

1 Some SDI systems do not deliver information to users, they just prepare (i.e. store) it and wait for users to retrieve their own information.

2 In general, user interest contains a set of keywords. However, since the articles are not only in English but also in Chinese, the keywords that he provides may be Chinese phrases. That is, a keyword may not just be a word. So, we prefer using “key elements” instead of “keywords” later in this paper.

3 That is, a line may contain a partial key element.

4 The index structure is an extension of the profile indexing used in SIFT (Yan and Garcia-Molina, 1995).

5 For simplicity, although we have multiple hash tables, we use a single hash function for all of them. And the reason for using only the first byte instead of the whole key element as input of it will be described later in this section.

6 Precisely speaking, the filter matches each key element in that list with the string that starts at that Chinese character (or English word) and stops at the end of the line.

7 Each user has a corresponding score number which is set to zero by the filter before filtering an article.
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